NOT A GROUP, A MOVEMENT

A lot of paint has sprayed from the can since the inception of BUGA UP in October 1919. Since then we have distributed over 30,000 copies of our 1980 Autumn Catalogue, and the number of graffitists actively involved in BUGA UP has grown from three, working in the inner city of Sydney to about a hundred, working in five of the six states of Australia, NSW, Victoria, South Australia, Western Australia, and Tasmania.

People from 8 to 71 years of age are now active in BUGA UP. These include entire families, and people from over thirty different work areas: carpenters, domestic and health workers, graphic artists, hairdressers, taxi-drivers, a wrestler, journalists, students, pensioners, research and metal workers, kindergarten teachers, technicians, public servants, unionists and clergy to name but a few!

Originally the BUGA UP campaign was broadly aimed at all unhealthy billboard advertisements. However, in response to public opinion, we soon focused our attention on tobacco and alcohol promotions.

SUMMER OFFENSIVE
SOME ARE OFFENSIVE!

BUGA UP held its first public meeting in Sydney, in October 1980. Despite the fact that it was poorly advertised (there were very few blank billboards around at the time), over fifty people attended. We showed slides and discussed our work, and most importantly, recruited new graffitists.

Having doubled our numbers, we launched our first organised “offensive” the BUGA UP Summer Offensive. The plan was to graffiti on all tobacco and alcohol billboards on government (public) property in Sydney, several hundred billboards.

We felt then, and still feel, that the hypocrisy of the NSW State Government is particularly intolerable and demands immediate action. Its own Health Commission recognises that up to 40 people per day in Australia die from tobacco and alcohol related diseases. Each year, the Health Minister outlays millions of dollars (taxpayers money) on caring for those suffering these diseases. Yet over 50% of tobacco and alcohol billboards and posters are on government property that is on railway stations and on the sides of buses.

In the Offensive, graffiti such as "Health and Transport Ministers the Real Drug Pushers", "P.T.C.* Promotes 7-eminal Cancer", and "Government Killboards", highlighted these contradictions and sought to embarrass the government which claims to be "actively discouraging the use of any drug". (Neville Wran, City Extra, ABC Radio, 9/81). * Public Transport Commission

The public support that emerged from the Summer Offensive prompted us to establish an official postal address in February 1981, so that people wanting to "lend a can" for the movement could become involved. In addition to this, the occasional "brush" with the Law led us to organise a Fighting Fund.
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Through an appeal in a national weekly newspaper, and by utilising several blank billboards, we called for financial help. Cheques ranging from $1 to $100 were sent (and are still being sent). This money has been used to buy equipment, publish material such as this catalogue,
and to pay half the fines of any graffitist unable or unwilling to go to gaol. The graffitist pays
the other half as incentive not to get "court". Money sent to the Fighting Fund isn't used to
pay for legal representation, or to pay "compensation" to legal drug-pushers.

**BAIL AND JAIL,
FOR WHEN YOUR RUNNING SHOES FAIL**

Two years, and many thousands of billboards later, Sydney BUGA UP has had only 21
arrests. Of these, only 13 people have been convicted of "Wilful Deface" or "Malicious Injury"
to a billboard).

What about the Malicious Injury to community health and the Wilful Deface of our visual
environment caused by billboard promotions!

Neither the government nor the law courts will answer this question. While they continue to
protect corporate vandals by their silence, ordinary people like us will be forced to speak up
on the billboards.

Six people have continued speaking all the way to gaol, deliberately refusing to pay fines
imposed by the Courts. On one occasion the graffitist's cellmates quit smoking. The advice of
another graffitist, on paying fines is "Go directly to gaol. Do not pass the buck. Do not pay
$200" the average fine imposed on convicted graffitists.

**SPEAK UP, ACT UP, BUGA UP**

After two years hoping BUGA UP would just die out, the Outdoor Advertising Association of
Australia launched its first major campaign in an
effort to swing public support away from us.
OAAA and some "anonymous" advertisers committed $75 000 worth of advertising space
and skills, in Sydney and Melbourne, to the Lions Club "Speak Up Against Vandalism" campaign.

The manager of a major outdoor advertising
company, Australian Posters, stated that their
contribution to the "Speak Up" campaign was a
response to the "unwarranted publicity our
friends from BUGA UP have been getting." (Sydney Morning Herald 30/7 181, p.2).

Surprise, surprise, the "Speak Up" posters have
been placed predominantly on sites leased by
tobacco and alcohol companies. Guess who is
really footing the bill.

**HOOKING THE KIDS**

"Anyhow, have a . . . ." You know the rest and so
do almost 100% of 13 year-old smokers who
have taken part in extensive health surveys in
NSW and WA. The results show that children are
directly influenced by cigarette advertising. So
much so that over 50% of kids who smoke
"choose" Winfield nearly double the proportion of
adults. Nearly all the rest smoke Benson and
Hedges, Alpine and Marlboro.
These brands, more than any others, promote images which appeal to young people. Alpine promises the "gateway to womanhood", sexual activity and confidence; Marlboro promises freedom, potency and masculinity; Benson and Hedges sophistication and status; and most insidiously there is the nonchalant, ocker confidence and fatalism of Winfield's "Anyhow".

Health awareness amongst adults over 30 has meant an increasing number are cutting down, or stopping smoking altogether. Cigarette companies are replacing this lost revenue by redirecting their advertising . . . towards children, 75% of whom are unaware of the associated health risks. (M. Swanson, WA Health Education Unit, Western Mail, 11/17/81).

The four brands mentioned here are all advertised on billboards, and although their images are particularly powerful, they are very susceptible to BUGA UPing.

Beyond the billboard campaign, our work with kids has extended into primary and high schools where we have given talks and shown slides of refaced billboards. Kids don't seem much interested in listening to a white-coated doctor lecture them on the evils of smoking and drinking. It goes down like a graffitist on a broken ladder!

Instead our credibility with them is established by anecdotes about billboard graffiti, police and gaol. The interest and dialogue this creates then provides an excellent forum for discussion about the health aspects of smoking and drinking, and the ways in which they can resist the pressure of advertising and peer groups. Some of these kids, in consultation with their families, have become active in BUGA UP.

CONSUMERS VS. CORPORATIONS
WHAT THE HECK, WHY DON'T WE HAVE A REVOLUTION?
WHAT A STIRRING IDEA!

Advertisements are one-way communication specifically designed to influence us as consumers. Nowhere is this more obvious than with the ugly billboard advertisements which saturate our environment. The products pushed in these ads are often useless or positively harmful to our health. Yet, as individuals, without corporate resources, we have no effective legal right of reply if we object to the products themselves or the way in which they are promoted.

Instead, the companies are free to regulate themselves and do so in their own interest. For example, it took almost two years legal lobbying of the industry's self-regulatory council before it deigned to remove Paul Hogan (an acknowledged children's idol) from Winfield ads. However, true to form, it took this same council only ten days to remove the State Government's Healthy Lifestyle promotions following a complaint from a tobacco company's advertiser. It's enough to make you want to paint on a billboard and BUGA UP their system.

Billboard graffiti begins a process of two-way communication, creating a dialogue where before there was only an instruction or threat that if we didn't live their lifestyle of booze, fags and mass consumption we were somehow inadequate. Take a look at the ads for LA beer and Sterling cigarettes for example..

Sterling invites us to join the elite world of the "idol" rich the cigarette for the person who has (or is that wants?) everything. You know, those little everyday comforts, like the Ferrari with the 250 kph capacity for those beastly peak-hour traffic jams on the Harbour Bridge; the ocean-going yacht for your Sunday perve at Lady Jane Beach; and of course, the glider for doing the weekend shopping. Compare this scenario of tobacco-touting trendies with the cultivated ocker ordinariness of the ads for LA beer.

The introduction of LA (Low Alcohol) beer was heralded by the breweries as a gesture of their responsibility to the community. We were promised there would be fewer drink-drive
accidents and less (or smaller?) beerguts. Instead Tooths turned social responsibility on its head in the quest for bigger profits. "You Can Stay With Tooths LA" we were told "Pay More, Piss More, Spew the Same" as the refaced billboard soon read. Prove your ocker manhood by being a stayer. No need to feel any more guilt about "one more for the road" Tooths has said it’s OK.

GO FOR IT

BUGA UP is fighting companies whose operations span continents and whose annual turnover rivals the Gross National Product of many countries. The power and money that these multinational corporations command is enormous but so is the power of consumers. For example, it has been calculated by the NSW Health Commission that if every smoker gave up one cigarette per day, it would cost the tobacco companies $40 million per year. With this money Australian smokers could buy 20 million spray cans 5 for every smoker in Australia. So stub a butt and put your "tinnies" to work Speak Up, Act Up, BUGA UP!

All the work in this catalogue (except the printing) was done by BUGA UP graffitiists.

THE WRITING'S ON THE BILLBOARD
Do-It-Yourself Graffiti Guide

Despite the occasional organised Offensive and Blitz campaigns, the bulk of BUGA UP graffiti is done on an ad hoc basis, whenever people can fit it in. For most people this means painting on billboards just before catching the train to and from work, or "painting the town red" at night or on their days off. Billboard graffiti is so simple you can organise it around just about anything. Even if you paint only one billboard per week you'll be costing the corporate pushers between $500 and $5000 per year, depending on your thoroughness. It's a sad fact, but we've learnt through long experience that money is the only language billboard advertising companies understand. Nothing will get those ads down faster that if their profits are reduced by escalating maintenance costs. But even more important that this financial factor is the effect that the refaced ad will have on those who read it. At the very least you'll be Speaking Up for Community Health something none of our governments seem to care much about. So now, just to show you how easy the whole operation is, BUGA UP presents the Do-it-Yourself Graffiti Guide.

First, you'll need to buy and test your equipment Go to a shop (big chain supermarkets are usually the cheapest) and get your spray cans. Black and chrome are the most versatile colours, but red, blue, purple and white are also effective on particular billboards. Spray cans must be shaken for at least a minute prior to use. Always test new cans as some are duds. You then find your tobacco and alcohol billboards and work out the easiest access and departure routes. Position somebody to watch for the rare cop who may happen upon you, and to chat with passers-by. Then, Go For It!

Try to break down the power of the billboard ad by answering it, looking at the space available and the way in which the words and images lend themselves to addition, alteration or comment. We've found humour to be extremely effective in exposing the advertiser's real intentions turning the ads message back on itself.

When you finish writing (avoiding spelling mistakes, the graffitist's curse) you sign the billboard "B.U.G.A. U.P." Bang! You're a member with full entitlement to the Fighting Fund should you need it. If the offending billboard proves too high to reach you have a number of options open to you:
1. Get a ladder! This isn't altogether satisfactory as you look rather conspicuous and any hasty retreat is made difficult.

2. Build a spray can extension rod! Obtain a broom handle or other solid, strong but light weight pole (Illust. A, No.1). at one end cut out a wedge, half the width of the pole. Fit a flat metal bar to the remaining wood (No. 2). 30cm from this end, attach a support clamp which the can will rest on (No.3). Fit an angle bracket on each side of the pole, 20cm from the end (No. ). The spray can should slot between these brackets. Tie a length of plastic coated wire to the flat metal bar (No. 2) and feed it through a hole in the support clamp (No. 3) and screw eyes attached the length of the pole (No.5). This wire when pulled, will press down the nozzle of the spray can and paint will spray out. An optional extra is the roll-top of a deodorant bottle, fitted to a support clamp (No.6). This will help maintain an even distance between the spray can and billboard (Illust. B). We've had enormous success with these extension systems. They're a bit difficult to use at first, but practice makes passable.

3. Construct paint bombs! Take one raw egg. With a needle drill a hole in the top of the egg, gently breaking away about 1/2 sq. cm of shell (Illust. C, No. 1). Insert the needle and stir up the yolk and white. Poke another hole in the same end of the egg, about 3 cm from the first hole (Illust. C, No. 2). Blow through the second hole so that the yolk and white come out the first hole (Illust. D). Have an omelette! Make up a mixture of .50% black, red, yellow, blue or fluorescent green oil-based paint and 50% thinner (eg. turps, petrol, kerosene). Alternatively, make up a solution of colourfast dye, mixing it with a thickener such as cornflour over heat until you get a gravy-type consistency. Pour this mixture into a thin-nozzle, screw-top bottle. Seal the second hole of the egg with a pasty mixture of flour and water or candle wax (Illust. E). Pour in the paint/ dye solution through the first hole (Illust. F) and seal it also. You now have a perfect-sized, semi-biodegradable missile. We've found these little beauties very effective.

**WARNING!**

One word of warning. Contrary to popular myth, the worst time to graffiti on billboards is between 10pm and 8am. During this period there are proportionately more police out on the road than at any other time, and often they haven't got anything better to do than arrest you. The majority of BUGA UP arrests (small in number compared to the number of billboards that have been refaced) have been made after midnight. Well, there you have it, Good Luck,

See you on the billboards.